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Puerh Tea

Produced in China’s Yunnan province, Puerh tea perhaps
has the longest history of any tea still produced today.
There are two primary categories of puerh: raw (green
or sheng) puerh and ripened (cooked or shu) puerh.
Both teas undergo a series of processing, compression,
and natural fermentation to enhance flavor and health
benefits over long periods of aging.
2010 SHIPUHAO BULANG GOLDEN SHOOT

2012 MANG FEI
Larger-leaf ripened puerh. A deep musty sweetness
and smooth drinkability make this an affordable choice
for quality loose ripened puerh.
Cup 4-

2 oz 11-

8 oz 38-

Pot 6-

4 oz 20-

1 lb 74-

EBONY EARTH
Individually wrapped mini bird’s nest shaped puerh
nuggets. A perfect, convenient size for one part of well
balanced, full bodied, and sweet ripened puerh flavor.
Steep longer for richer flavor.
Cup 4.50

2 oz 9-

8 oz 30-

4 oz 16-

1 lb 55-

2000 OLD WARRIOR
This tea comes to us from Crimson Lotus, a Seattle
based puerh producer. This is a medium body
cooked puerh with strong body of raw chocolate
and clove. Spicy and warming
Cup 4-

1 oz 9EACH 58-

Bulang Mountain is located in the famous Xishuangbanna
region. Very mellow easy drinking puerh for everyday
enjoyment. Brews dark and thick. The flavor is consistent
from beginning to end.
Cup 4-

1 oz 7- Cake 50-

2011 SI YIN GONG TING
A potent full body cooked puerh with heavy flavor of
dry fruit. Great option for those that love a richer
puerh tea.
Cup 4

2 oz 10-

Cake 30-

2013 LUCKY CLOUD
This tea comes to us from Crimson Lotus, a Seattle
based puerh producer. The brew of this tea
displays a medium body. It is a woodsy puerh with
pleasant notes of bourbon vanilla. Easy to drink
Cup 4.00

1 oz 9-

Cake 32-

Puerh Tea
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SEE SEPARATE RAW PUERH MENU

PUERH TEA | Ripe Continued
2016 CHOCOLATE BAR PUERH
Convenience and flavor make this one of our most
unique puerh offerings. The special "chocolate bar"
shape allows puerh lovers to take their tea on the
go. The brew is clean, strong, and reminiscent of raw
chocolate and raisins.
Cup 4

Bar 15-

CHRYSANTHEMUM PUERH
2005 Imperial Puerh blended with our own Golden
Chrysanthemum blossoms. This is a high quality
version of a popular blend that is commonly drunk in
China for its benefit of cooling internal heat,
according to Chinese medicine. The sweetness of the
Chrysanthemum pairs well with the earthiness of the
puerh. Soothing tea that can be rebrewed several
times.
Cup 4

2 oz 13-

8 oz 45-

4 oz 24-

16 oz 85-

